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A B S T R A C T   

Calorie restriction (CR) has been considered the most effective non-pharmacological intervention to counteract 
aging-related diseases and improve longevity. This intervention has shown beneficial effects in the prevention 
and treatment of several chronic diseases and functional declines related to aging, such as Parkinson's, 
Alzheimer's, and neuroendocrine disorders. However, the effects of CR on cognition show controversial results 
since its effects vary according to intensity, duration, and the period of CR. This review focuses on the main 
studies published in the last ten years regarding the consequences of CR on cognition in different neurological 
diseases and conditions of experimental animals. Also, possible CR mimetics are discussed. These findings 
highlight the potential beneficial effects of CR of up to 40 % on cognition when started early in life in non human 
animals.   

1. Introduction 

Calorie restriction (CR) consists of reducing the daily calorie intake 
while maintaining essential nutrients for health without malnutrition 
(Bales and Kraus, 2013; Han and Ren, 2010). It can be considered 
moderate when there is a reduction in daily calorie intake between 
20–40 % of measured intake of an animal when it is given ad libitum 
(AL) food (Speakman and Mitchell, 2011). The first study about CR date 
from 1935, when McCay et al. reported that CR retarded the growth but 
increased the life span of both male and female rats (McCay et al., 
1935). 

Recently, it has been reported that CR attenuates the levels of bio-
markers involved with the aging process, such as sirtuins. Sirtuins are a 
class of proteins that play important roles in DNA repair, telomerase 
function, genomic stability, cellular senescence and other factors re-
lated to inflammation, oxidative stress and aging (López-Otín et al., 
2013; Salvestrini et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2016). Long term CR studies 
with humans are difficult since they present confounding factors such 
as their distinct daily physical activities and food intake control. 

Although studies with humans are difficult to perform due to the 
impracticality of carrying out randomized studies, controlled by diet 

and long-term application, some studies have been agreed and alter-
native results have been reported for a beneficial effect of CR on the 
cardiovascular system and CR metabolism lipids and glucose, as a re-
duction in blood pressure, improves the lipid profile and greater insulin 
sensitivity (Fontana, 2007; Fontana et al., 2004; Heilbronn et al., 2006;  
Larson-Meyer et al., 2006; Meyer et al., 2006; Racette et al., 2006;  
Redman et al., 2007; Walford et al., 2002; Weiss et al., 2006). One of 
the studies carried out showed the results found in studies with rodents 
and monkeys, showing a serum reduction in the concentration of 
triiodothyronine (T3) (Fontana et al., 2006). 

Although the above studies demonstrate beneficial effects on the 
cardiovascular and metabolic profile, some studies with humans have 
shown that CR can be harmful, which can cause anemia, loss of muscle 
mass, reduced bone mineral density, weakness and irritability, de-
pending on the physiological characteristics of individuals and the de-
gree of CR applied (Fontana, 2007; Villareal et al., 2006). 

According to Martin, Mattson and Maudsley, CR can improve brain 
health, impinging on the fundamental metabolic and cellular signaling 
pathways that regulate life span (Martin et al., 2006). However, re-
garding the effect on cognitive function, studies are less conclusive, 
since depending on the protocol performed, it can lead to opposite 
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effects on cognition (Ingram and Cabo, 2017; Mattson, 2014, 2012). 
Memory is one of the most important cognitive functions. Cognition is a 
mental action of understanding something through your own experi-
ence and senses through the thought and, thus, a process of assimilating 
knowledge. Memory loss and cognitive impairment are the main fea-
tures of dementia (Cassilhas et al., 2016). Several studies show that CR 
can have beneficial effects or not, depending on its intensity, the period 
in which it starts, and its duration. One of the widely discussed ques-
tions is whether the CR can mitigate aging-related cognitive decline. 
Thus, the purpose of this review was to present the main findings of 
studies carried out with CR over the past ten years focusing on the effect 
of CR on cognition of experimental animals. 

2. Methodology 

This review article was developed to answer the following guiding 
question: What are the effects of CR on cognition of experimental ani-
mals? The search was carried out in the months of October and 
November 2019, using the electronic database PubMed, through the 
medical subject headings (MeSH) combinations: ("caloric restriction" 
OR "calorie restriction") AND (cognition OR "cognitive function" OR 
"clinical evaluation of dementia" OR "cognitive psychotherapies" OR 
"Mental Status and Dementia Tests" OR "cognitive therapies"). We 
identified 175 studies initially. Then, we decided to select only studies 
published between 2009 and 2019, in order to analyze a reasonable 
sample of works and more recent ones. Thus, were exclude studies not 
published in the last ten years and performed in vitro and with humans 
(n = 106), remaining only studies performed with experimental ani-
mals in vivo (n = 69). Publications such as reviews, comments, media, 
protocols, as well as duplicate articles, were excluded, resulting in the 
selection of 46 publications manuscripts. Then, we excluded studies 
addressing CR effects on humans, which still remained selected due to 
some error in the algorithm. Thus, 40 studies were analyzed in this 
review (Fig. 1). 

3. Results 

Of the 40 studies included in this review, 34 were performed using 
animal models of laboratory rodents, 6 with other animal models, in-
cluding flies, gray mouse lemurs, baboons and underground rodents. 
One study was carried out with CR of 15 %, 1 with CR of 16 %, 2 with 
CR of 20 %, 12 with CR of 30 %, 5 with CR of 40 %, 1 with CR of 44 %, 
2 with CR of 50 %, 1 with CR of 60 %, 1 with CR of 70 %, 3 with CR of 
intermittent fasting, 1 with CR reducing the initial weight of the ani-
mals by 35 %, 1 keeping the initial weight of the animals at 65 % and 1 
maintaining the initial weight of the animals in 75 % and 85 %. 
Twenty-one studies presented experiments with CR up to 1 year, 12 
were carried out with elderly animals, and 10 studies presented ex-
periments with pathological models. Table 1 shows the main results of 
the studies analyzed. 

3.1. Studies with rodents 

3.1.1. Effects of CR during development and aging on cognition 
Several studies have been carried out with CR to investigate its ef-

fects on cognition during development and aging, particularly on 
learning and memory. Akitake et al. demonstrated through the object 
recognition test that 30 % CR in pregnant mice caused intrauterine 
growth retardation (IUGR) leading to impaired cognitive function in the 
offspring (Akitake et al., 2015). Fu et al. conducted a study to examine 
the effects of acute and chronic CR with different intensities on spatial 
recognition memory through the Y-maze test in developing male mice. 
Three groups received 70 %, 50 % or 30 % of food consumed by the ad 
libitum control. The chronic CR was performed from the 25th after birth 
(P25) to the 74th day (P74). The data suggest that chronic CR (50 % e 
30 %) impaired spatial recognition memory in mice depending on the 

individual intensity and tolerability. Acute CR positively or negatively 
affected memory retention (Fu et al., 2017). Parikh et al. also showed 
that 40 % CR initiated in the 14th week up to the age of 5–6 months of 
mice did not lead to significant changes in learning and spatial memory 
assessed by the radial arm water maze (RAWM). 18–20 months mice 
showed preserved learning and memory in the same test, and sig-
nificantly lower levels of anxiety compared to animals of the same age 
fed ad libitum (Parikh et al., 2016). 

Kaptan et al. observed that a CR of 15 % in adolescent rats improved 
the learning and spatial memory at adulthood (Kaptan et al., 2015). 
Kuhla et al. used 4-week-old female mice calorie-restricted in 40 % for 
4, 20, and 74 weeks. The cognitive performance assessed through the 
Morris water maze decreased with aging, nevertheless, the 74-week CR 
group significantly improved the animals' spatial memory. The authors 
also performed a late-onset CR in 66-week mice for 12 weeks. CR was 
not able to improve memory (Kuhla et al., 2013). Wei et al. demon-
strated that 30 % CR improved the performance of aged mice by D-gal 
injections in the Morris water maze test, suggesting that the CR protects 
against the decline in learning and memory (Wei et al., 2014). Yang 
et al. conducted a study demonstrating that 30 % CR in 12-month and 
20-month-old male mice improved the age-dependent cognitive deficits 
using the open field test and the Morris water maze (Yang et al., 2014). 

These studies reveal that depending on the intensity, duration, and 
period of life in which it is started, CR can lead to different learning and 
memory. However, it can be speculated that a mild or moderate CR 
(≤40 %), lead to beneficial effects on learning and memory when in-
itiated in the early stages of life. More severe or later-onset CR tends to 
be less effective in preventing aging-related memory and learning def-
icits, as demonstrated by Fu et al. (2017) and Kuhla et al. (2013), re-
spectively. 

3.1.2. Effects of CR on brain neuroplasticity during development and aging 
The decrease in neurogenesis can lead to age-related cognitive 

deficits. Thus, the generation of new neurons from stem cells is crucial 
for maintaining cognitive function (Park et al., 2013). The mechanisms 
of neuronal survival and synaptic plasticity induced by CR are still not 
clear, but several studies have shown a relationship between CR effects 
and neurotrophin signaling, autophagy, and oxidative metabolism. Park 
et al. demonstrated that female mice subjected to 40 % CR showed 
increase in the total number of dividing cells, the number of neural stem 
cells and progenitor cells in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus (Park 
et al., 2013). In a study conducted by Kaptan et al., it was observed that 
15 % CR in adolescent rats increased cell proliferation and neuron la-
beling in the dentate gyrus of the hippocampus and increased BDNF 
levels in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex (Kaptan et al., 2015). 

BDNF is an important neurotrophin related to neurogenesis and 
neuronal survival during development (Lee et al., 2002; Linnarsson 
et al., 2000). Although some studies show increase in BDNF levels in 
animals submitted to CR (Kaptan et al., 2015; Kishi et al., 2015), Yang 
et al. demonstrated that 30 % CR in male mice aged 12 and 20 months 
decreased BDNF levels compared to animals fed ad libitum. This re-
duction in BDNF levels resulted in impaired mTOR signaling, PI3K 
expression, and Akt phosphorylation in young and elderly mice. CR also 
delayed the decline in age-related autophagy and inhibited the pro-
gressive increase in polyubiquitylated proteins with aging, since mTOR 
is one of the most important inhibitors of autophagy. The study also 
demonstrated that CR improved the age-dependent cognitive deficits 
assessed by open field and Morris water maze test (Yang et al., 2014). 

Ceramide is a constituent of sphingolipids and an important mole-
cule in the regulation of several cellular processes, including cell 
growth, differentiation and apoptosis. The loss of neurons and synapses 
in the neocortex, hippocampus and other brain regions in Alzheimer's 
disease is associated with age-induced accumulation of ceramide, 
which regulates the processing of amyloid precursor protein and the 
generation of beta amyloids (Costantini et al., 2005; Puglielli et al., 
2003b, 2003a). Babenko and Shakhova demonstrated that long-term 
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CR of 60 % reduces the content of ceramide and neutral SMase activity, 
a ceramide-regulating enzyme, in the hippocampus of elderly rats, de-
monstrating that CR can prevent the accumulation of age-dependent 
ceramides (Babenko and Shakhova, 2014). 

3.1.3. Effects of CR on mitochondrial energy metabolism 
Metabolism involves anabolic and catabolic reactions that consume 

and produce ATP (Curi and Procópio, 2009). Oxygen is essential for the 
production of energy for cellular metabolism, however, a small amount 
of oxygen consumed is reduced producing reactive oxygen species 
(ROS), which can cause damage to tissues, cellular organelles, nucleic 
acids, lipids and proteins (Comhair and Erzurum, 2002; Valko et al., 
2007). The production of ROS by the mitochondrial electron transport 
chain acts in the aging process and in the pathogenesis of neurode-
generative diseases (Liu et al., 2002). One of the hypotheses for the 
beneficial effects of CR is that there is a reduction in ROS since less 
glucose will be available to the mitochondria and, consequently, at-
tenuating oxidative damage mediated by free radicals (Dubey et al., 
1996; Sohal and Weindruch, 1996). 

PGC1α is a member of the family of gene transcription coactivators 
that is highly inducible when there an increase in oxidative metabolism. 
These co-activators play an important role in controlling mitochondrial 
function, and their expression is related to cell metabolism homeostasis 
(Llimona, 2011; Spiegelman and Heinrich, 2004). A study by Martin 
et al. demonstrated that with the aging precess PGC1α levels are 

reduced. 
Using aged mice, it was found that 16 % CR for 18 months, induced 

a distinct metabolic state, wich the levels of PGC1α and GSK3b, a 
regulator of PGC1α, were lower in the restricted group and there was 
no effect of CR on AMPK levels (Martin et al., 2016). 

3.1.4. Effects of CR in models of neurodegenerative diseases 
Several studies have been carried out using CR in models of neu-

rodegenerative diseases, such as Alzheimer's (AD), Huntington's disease 
(HD), and Parkinson's disease (PD) (Bayliss et al., 2016). CR has been 
shown to reduce amyloid deposition in models of transgenic mice with 
Alzheimer's disease, leading to an improvement in cognitive deficits 
(Halagappa et al., 2007; Patel et al., 2005). In a study with 4-week-old 
ApoE-deficient mice (neurodegeneration model), Rülmann et al. de-
monstrated that 40 % CR led to an improvement in spatial memory 
assessed by the Morris water maze. It has also been shown that CR 
increased AMPK phosphorylation, reduced mTOR activity, Tau phos-
phorylation, and also increased hepatic mRNA expression of fibro-
blastic growth factor type 21 (FGF-21), an important protein for 
adapting metabolic states (Rühlmann et al., 2016). 

Brownlow et al. conducted a study to investigate the effects of CR 
(keeping animals at 65 % of their initial body weight) for 3 months on 
cognitive deficits in a TAU protein deposition transgenic mouse model 
(Tg4510). CR led to better performance of Tg4510 mice in the object 
recognition test, suggesting an improvement in short-term memory, but 

Fig. 1. Methodological flowchart.  
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Table 1 
Studies included in the review and main results.    

Studies included in the review  

Main results 
Authors/Year  

Martin et al., 2016 CR caused significant regional effects on the energy metabolism of the hippocampus, such as decreased activity of GSK3b and PGC1α. 
Mahmoud A. Alomari et al., 2016. CR associated with voluntary and forced exercise increases BDNF and memory. CR alone did not change BDNF levels. 
Dong et al., 2016 CR increased learning and memory capacity, decreased GFAP, mTOR, S6K levels, and raised the expression of LC3B. 
Burger et al., 2010. CR led to the extension of the life span in Drosophila, but the decline in aversive learning performance associated with aging has not slowed. 
Rich et al., 2010. CR decreased cortical lesion size after traumatic brain injury, increased spatial memory, and BDNF expression. 
Rumani Singh et al., 2015. Intermittent fasting CR improved motor coordination, learning, decreased oxidative damage of proteins, recovery in the expression of 

energy regulating neuropeptides. Moreover, CR decreased the levels of nuclear factor kappa, cytochrome c, and positively regulated the 
expression of synaptophysin. 

Villain et al., 2016. Animals submitted to CR showed lower learning performance after restraint but maintained their locomotor abilities. 
Navarro-Cruz et al., 2017. Chronic resveratrol administration maintained the cytoarchitecture of the CA1 and CA2 regions of the rat hippocampus and improved 

cognitive performance. 
Fu et al., 2017. Mice submitted to chronic CR had impaired spatial recognition memory. Acute CR had positive and negative effects on memory. 
Rühlmann et al., 2016. CR had increased levels of plasma and brain FGF-21, increased level of brain phospho- FGFR1c, ERK1/2 and AMPK, decreased brain levels of 

mTOR, and phosphor-tau, increased synaptic plasticity and improved cognitive performance. 
Parikh et al., 2016. CR had neurovascular improvement, which has been shown to play an important role in vascular, cognitive, and mental health. 
Kim et al., 2016 CR increased insulin sensitivity, decreased blood-brain barrier loss and glial activation induced by a high-fat diet and improved memory, 

reversed neurogranin expression induced by a high-fat diet and activation of Ca-dependent protein kinase II (2 +) / calmodulin and calpain. 
Sarker et al., 2015. CR and curcumin improved cognitive flexibility, suggesting a positive effect on frontal cortical functions. 
Chen et al., 2015. DNJ alleviated age-related disturbances such as declined sensorimotor capacity, anxiety, spatial and non-spatial memory, decreased serum 

insulin level; increased levels of insulin-like growth factor 1 receptor, synaptotagmin-1 presynaptic protein and astrocyte activation; 
decreased levels of insulin receptor, neurotrophic factor derived from the brain, pre-synaptic protein syntaxin-1 and acetylation of histones 
H4 in lysine 8 in the dorsal hippocampus. 

Kaptan et al., 2015. Low-calorie diet in adult female rats improved learning and spatial memory, increased proliferative cells and number of neurons in the 
hippocampal dentate gyrus and BDNF in the hippocampus and prefrontal cortex. 

Kishi et al., 2015. CR decreased insulin, systolic blood pressure, fasting blood glucose, adiponectin and oxidative stress in the hippocampus, increased BDNF in 
the hippocampus, and improved cognitive performance in model mice of metabolic syndrome. 

Schleich et al., 2015. Immunologically challenged animals had their spatial learning capabilities affected, increasing errors, and the time required to reach the 
goal of a complex maze. There was no effect of CR or interaction between factors. 

Brownlow et al., 2014. CR caused improvement in learning and short-term memory. Motor performance, spatial memory and total or phospho-tau levels were not 
affected by the intervention. 

Yang et al., 2014. CR decreased hippocampal BDNF levels, mTOR signaling, PI3K expression and Akt phosphorylation, delayed the decline in age-related 
autophagy and prevented the increase in poly-ubiquitinated proteins with aging. 

Kuhla et al., 2013. Lifelong CR exacerbated spontaneous locomotor activity and anxiety in mice, but improved cognitive performance resulting in an 
improvement in spatial memory. 

Grayson et al., 2014. Weight loss after CR, were associated with improvements in metabolic health and hippocampal-dependent learning. Rats treated with VSG 
exhibited deficit in spatial learning tasks in the Morris water maze. VSG animals showed high hippocampal inflammation comparable to that 
of obese controls. The RYGB and calorie-restricted controls exhibited an improvement in inflammation. Ghrelin treatment did not alleviate 
the inflammation of the hippocampus. 

Gräff et al., 2013. CR retarded neurodegeneration and synaptic dysfunction, increased the expression of SIRT1 protein regulating life expectancy. 
Dhurandhar et al., 2013. Long-term administration of ghrelin agonist improved performance in the water maze, reduced amyloid beta (Aβ) and inflammation 

(microglial activation) in a similar manner to CR. 
Kishi and Sunagawa, 2012. Physical training avoided the cognitive decline, which was evaluated by the Morris water maze test. Physical training associated with CR 

caused greater protection against cognitive decline than just physical training or CR. 
Porquet et al., 2013. Resveratrol supplements increased life expectancy. Resveratrol reduced cognitive impairment and plays a neuroprotective role, reducing 

amyloid load and reducing tau hyperphosphorylation. 
Lee et al., 2012. The facilitation of NQO1 activity by feeding β-lapachone (βL), prevented the age-related decline in motor and cognitive function in elderly 

mice. 
Rodriguez et al., 2012. Maternal CR in baboons caused improvement in the learning of female puppies and impaired learning in male puppies, which also showed 

increased impulsivity. 
Rumani Singh et al., 2012. In rats, Intermittent fasting improved motor coordination and cognitive abilities, decreased oxidative damage and improved IV activity of 

the mitochondrial complex. 
Dal-Pan et al., 2011. Both CR and resveratrol supplementation (RSV) increased spontaneous locomotor activity and improved working memory in the 

spontaneous alternation task. RSV supplementation increased the performance of spatial memory in the circular platform task, but not the 
CR. 

Steinman et al., 2011. In females, CR can cause differential effects on acquisition and learning, depending on the photoperiod. 
Chouliaras et al., 2011. The age-related increase in DNA methyltransferase 3a (Dnmt3a) -IR in CA3 and CA1−2 cells in type I cells was mitigated by CR, but not by 

overexpression of SOD. The density of Dnmt3a type II immunoreactive cells decreased with age, without significant effects of CR and SOD. 
McEwen and Paterson, 2010. 30 % CR administered from global ischemia did not decrease brain damage or improve long-term recovery. 
Liu et al., 2017. Short-term CR after mTBI improved mTBI-induced cognitive dysfunction, increased autophagy, and suppressed astrocyte activation. 
Jeon et al., 2016. CR reduced fatty liver and insulin resistance in diabetic mice induced by obesity (ob / ob), increased levels of O-linked N-acetylglucosamine 

in the hippocampus (O-GlcNAc) and GlcNAc transferase and decreased protein expression calcium / calmodulin-dependent kinase II, 
lipocalin-2 and phosphorylated tau. CR reduced the learning deficits normally seen in ob/ob mice. 

Delic et al., 2015. CR was not able to restore the decrease in the activity of complex I, respiratory rate stimulated by ADP and the increase in the potential of 
the mitochondrial membrane that occurs in the mitochondria of mice that express human P301 l (Tg4510). CR led to a genotype- 
independent reduction in F0F1-ATPase mitochondrial activity. 

Akitake et al., 2015. Moderate maternal RC induced intrauterine growth retardation (IUGR). Offspring had low birth weight and a delay in the development of 
physical and coordinated movements. IUGR's children exhibited mental deficiencies. 

Babenko and Shakhova, 2014. The sensitive redox-neutral SMase was important in interrupting the renewal of sphingolmyelin (SM) in the hippocampus and neocortex in 
old age, and CR prevented accumulation of age-dependent ceramide through the neutral targeting of the SMase. 

(continued on next page) 
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it did not prevent neuronal loss, and the activation of astrocytes, mi-
croglia, or TAU levels (Brownlow et al., 2014). Delic et al. demon-
strated that CR (reducing the animals' body weight by 35 %) for 4 
months did not restore the decreased activity of the mitochondrial 
electron transport chain complex I and the increased potential of the 
mitochondrial membrane, but decreased the mitochondrial activity of 
F0F1-ATPase in the brain of mice Tg4510 model for deposition of tau 
(Delic et al., 2015). 

Dhurandhar et al. conducted a study comparing animals calorie 
restricted in 20 % or treated with a ghrelin agonist, to investigate 
whether only the restriction would be able to improve cognition in 
mouse model of Alzheimer's disease. The long-term treatment of the 
ghrelin agonist was sufficient to improve the animals' performance in 
the water maze test and to reduce the levels of beta amyloid and in-
flammation compared to the control group. This result was similar to 
the effects of CR (Dhurandhar et al., 2013). Huntington's disease is 
caused by the pathological elongation of CAG repeats in the huntingtin 
gene (MacDonald et al., 1993). Jin et al. demonstrated that metformin, 
a drug that mimics the various metabolic effects of CR, prevented cell 
toxicity induced by mutant huntingtin (HTT), activated AMPK, pre-
vented depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane and excess fis-
sion in the cells in HD model of mice (Jin et al., 2016). 

3.1.5. Brain effects of CR in models of obesity and diabetes 
High-calorie diet (HFD) causes obesity and the development of 

diseases such as diabetes, which increases the risk of neurodegenerative 
disturbances such as Alzheimer's disease (Arnoldussen et al., 2014). 
Studies have been conducted using CR as a treatment for obesity in 
order to prevent or delay cognitive decline. Kim et al. investigated the 
effects of CR on memory deficits induced by diabetes in 40 weeks aged 
obese mice. Obese mice were subjected to 30 % CR on the HFD for 12 
weeks and, and subsequently to the Morris water maze test. The results 
showed that mice submitted to CR improved the learning and spatial 
memory deficits induced by HFD. It has also been shown that CR re-
duced HFD-induced Iba-1 expression, reduced the number of microglial 
cells, HFD-induced IgG and VEGF levels, indicating that CR can de-
crease glial activation and leakage of the blood-brain barrier. Moreover, 
levels of phosphorylated GSK-3b were increased in animals submitted 
to CR, as well as neurogranin signaling, a synaptic function regulator 
(Kim et al., 2016). 

Kishi et al. conducted a study with obesity-prone and hypertensive 
rats as a model of metabolic syndrome to investigate whether 30 % CR 
protected animals from cognitive decline. Compared to ad lubitum 
group, Cognitive performance assessed from the Morris water maze was 
significantly better in restricted animals, and this benefit was atte-
nuated by the administration of a tyrosine kinase B receptor (TrkB) 
antagonist, showing a relationship between BDNF and its receptor with 
the protection induced by CR on cognitive decline. Compared to control 
animals, restricted ones also showed a significant increase in BDNF 
levels, even when administered its antagonist. Together, these results 
suggest a role for CR in BDNF signaling via the TrkB receptor. It was 

also observed that the levels of TBARS, an indicator of oxidative stress, 
were significantly lower in restricted animals (Kishi et al., 2015). In a 
study by Dong et al. comparing the learning ability of six-week-old male 
mice submitted to 30 % CR or a HFD for ten months, it was observed 
that the high calorie diet impaired the learning and spatial memory 
assessed by the Morris water maze, while in the restricted group, these 
parameters were improved. Mice fed with high-calorie diet showed 
increased levels of GFAP (used to determine the number, volume, and 
morphology of astrocytes), mTOR, and S6K (protein through which 
mTOR inhibits autophagy), while all these protein levels were de-
creased in restricted animals. Also, in restricted mice, the levels of 
LC3B, a biomarker of autophagy, were increased, while in high-fat diet 
mice, these levels were decreased (Dong et al., 2016). 

GlcNAcilation is an important post-translational modification in the 
regulation of several cellular processes, including signaling, cell cycle, 
and transcription. Several glcNAcylated proteins are involved in dia-
betes since hyperglycemia increases the glcNAcylation of proteins of 
the insulin signaling pathway favoring insulin resistance (Dias and 
Hart, 2007). These proteins are also involved in AD, and negative 
regulation of O-GlcNAcilation leads to hyperphosphorylation of Tau 
(Liu et al., 2009). Jeon et al. demonstrated that 44 % CR in mutant mice 
diabetes models increased the levels of O-linked N-acetylglucosamine in 
the hippocampus (O-GlcNAc) and GlcNAc transferase, and reduced the 
expression of calcium-calmodulin-dependent protein kinase II, lipo-
caine-2 and phosphorylated tau. CR in diabetic mice also decreased 
learning deficits measured through the Morris water maze (Jeon et al., 
2016). 

In order to eliminate weight and improve health, the main alter-
native to improve comorbidities related to metabolic syndrome is life-
style modifications. Currently, bariatric surgery is one of the most ef-
fective methods for significant weight loss (Sjöström et al., 2004). In 
view of this, Grayson et al. conducted a study comparing CR with two 
bariatric surgeries (Roux-en-Y gastric bypass - RYGB and vertical sleeve 
gastrectomy - VSG) on cognitive function of rats. The study showed that 
the three interventions resulted in weight loss and were associated with 
widespread improvements in metabolic health and hippocampal-de-
pendent learning, measured through the radial arm maze and sponta-
neous alternation tests. The rats submitted to VSG showed deficits in 
spatial learning tasks, measured through the Morris water maze, and 
increased inflammation compared to other interventions (Grayson 
et al., 2014). 

3.1.6. Effects of CR on traumatic brain injury models 
Traumatic brain injury (TBI) can significantly affect cognitive, be-

havioral, and emotional function. Blunt injuries to the head can result 
in diffuse injury, affecting the frontal and temporal regions producing a 
distinct pattern of deficits that vary according to the location and se-
verity of injury (Draper and Ponsford, 2008; Ponsford et al., 2008). 
Currently, strategies for treating moderate to severe injuries are limited, 
which stimulates researches for preventive and alternatives methods, 
which help to reduce the severity of deficits resulting from the injury 

Table 1 (continued)   

Studies included in the review  

Main results 
Authors/Year  

Wei et al., 2014. The rats in the D-gal group exhibited deficits in spatial reference memory in the Morris water maze test, while the rats in the D-gal group 
submitted to CR exhibited almost normal cognitive function, indicating that the CR protects the learning and memory of the harmful effects 
induced by D-gal. 

Park et al., 2013. CR increased cell divisions in the dentate gyrus of female mice, suggesting that CR increases the number of divisions by which neural and 
progenitor stem cells suffer in the aging brain. 

Jin et al., 2016. Metformin rescued cells from mutant hunting-induced toxicity (HTT) and maintained levels of ATP in cells expressing mutant HTT and 
prevented depolarization of the mitochondrial membrane and excess fission and modulated the disturbed mitochondrial dynamics in DH 
cells.    
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(Rich et al., 2010). Liu et al. investigated the effects of 30 % CR vs. ad 
libitum diet vs. HFD on the cognitive function of mice after mild trau-
matic brain injury (mTBI). The Morris water maze test demonstrated 
that the animals under CR had less latency to find the platform than the 
control groups, and the HFD group a higher number of platform 
crossings than the other groups. It has also been shown that CR de-
creased GFAP, mTOR levels, and increased LC3B levels, demonstrating 
that CR can improve cognitive deficits due to mTBI (Liu et al., 2017). 

Rich et al. conducted a study testing the hypothesis that CR could 
improve spatial memory in a model of traumatic brain injury in two- 
month-old male mice. The animals in the restricted group were sub-
mitted to 30 % CR. The study revealed significant increases in BDNF of 
the cortical region around the injury site and in the hippocampus of 
animals submitted to CR (Rich et al., 2010). 

3.1.7. Effects of CR on DNA 
DNA methylation may be implicated in age-related changes in 

cognition and gene expression. Thus, a study investigated whether CR 
and transgenic overexpression of normal superoxide dismutase 1 (SOD) 
would attenuate age-related changes in DNA methyltransferase 3a 
(Dnmt3a), which catalyzes DNA methylation and is related to memory 
formation and changes in neural and synaptic plasticity in the hippo-
campus of rats. The results showed that CR attenuated the age-related 
increase in type I cells immunoreactive to Dnmt3a in the CA3 and 
CA1−2 regions of the hippocampus. Type II cells immunoreactive to 
Dnmt3a reduced with age, and CR or SOD did not cause any significant 
effect (Chouliaras et al., 2011). 

3.1.8. Effects of CR associated with physical exercise 
In addition to CR, physical exercise is another intervention capable 

of improving cognitive functions (Jee et al., 2008; Kim et al., 2010). 
Kishi and Sunagawa investigated whether physical exercise associated 
with 30 % CR causes synergistic protection against cognitive decline. 
Exercise training associated with CR led to greater protection from 
cognitive decline than exercise training alone. The study also showed 
that exercise associated with CR increased BDNF levels compared to the 
other groups. On the other hand, only CR was not able to change the 
BDNF levels (Kishi and Sunagawa, 2012). 

3.2. Studies using other animal models 

Although the largest number of studies with CR have been con-
ducted using rodents models, other animal models have also been used 
in studies with CR, as demonstrated by Burger, Buechel, and Kawecki 
(Burger et al., 2010). In this study, the authors analyzed the effects of 
yeast content in the diet on an aversive learning task in young and old 
Drosophila melanogaster, and showed that dietary restriction did not 
affect cognitive decline related to aging, despite extending lifespan of 
flies (Burger et al., 2010). 

Although CR is one of the most studied interventions to alleviate 
cognitive deficits in aging, there are still some challenges when it comes 
to studies with humans. Thus, animal models are important for un-
derstanding issues related to CR mechanisms, especially non-human 
primate models (Mattison et al., 2017; Yamada et al., 2018). In a study 
by Villain et al. it was evaluated the impact of 40 % CR on the asso-
ciative learning ability in males of grey mouse lemurs, a small primate, 
during 19 days. It was demonstrated that the animals showed lower 
learning performance after the CR, and the effects of restriction on 
memory recovery varied depending on the metabolism of each animal. 
The restricted animals showed no difference in the rotaroad task, de-
monstrating that CR did not interfere with the animals' physical capa-
city (Villain et al., 2016). Dal-Pan et al. conducted a study comparing 
the effects of chronic CR (30 %) and oral supplementation with re-
sveratrol on the cognitive performance of grey mouse lemurs. In both 
treatments, working memory was improved, demonstrated by a spon-
taneous alternation task. In the circular platform task, only the 

treatment with resveratrol improved the performance in spatial 
memory (Dal-Pan et al., 2011). Pifferi et al. demonstrated that chronic 
30 % CR prolonged life by 50 %, decreased diseases associated with 
aging, and preserved the loss of white matter in different regions of the 
brain. However, this intervention accelerated the loss of gray matter in 
the brain, but did not affect cognition and behavior. A study by Ro-
driguez et al. investigated the effects of CR on baboons born from 
mothers submitted to 30 % CR during pregnancy and lactation. The 
pups (males and females) of mothers subjected to the CR showed re-
duced motivation and the learning outcomes varied by sex. The female's 
pups of restricted mothers making fewer mistakes than the females of 
the control ones. Also the male's pups of restricted mothers making 
more errors than the males of the control ones (Rodriguez et al., 2012). 

Models of subterranean rodents are also used in studies with CR, 
since the behavior of these animals involves subterranean exploration 
and, therefore, developed spatial skills are necessary for a precise or-
ientation inside the dens and galleries (Busch et al., 2000). Schleich, 
Zenuto and Cutrera showed that immunologically challenged under-
ground rodents of the Ctenomys talarum species were affected when 
assessed for spatial learning capacities and mild calorie (maintaining 
the animals' weight at 85 % of the initial body weight) or severe CR 
(maintaining the animals' weight at 75 % of initial body weight) had no 
effect as well as no interaction between factors (Schleich et al., 2015). 
Another study with subterranean rodents showed that CR of 30 % did 
not decrease brain damage or improve long-term recovery in Mongolian 
squirrels with ischemia, assessed by open field test and neuron count in 
the hippocampus (McEwen and Paterson, 2010). 

3.3. CR and possible mimetics 

Investigations on possible substances that can mimic the effects of 
CR are an important area of study. One of the most well-documented 
mimetics is resveratrol, a natural polyphenolic compound found in 
grape skins. Resveratrol has antioxidant properties and regulates glu-
cose, insulin production, fat metabolism, and cell survival through 
SIRT1 activation, imitating the extension of the Sir2-dependent life 
span, seen in CR (Baur et al., 2006; Baur and Sinclair, 2006; Lagouge 
et al., 2006). A study by Gräff et al. demonstrated that SIRT activating 
compounds could mimic the effects of CR in transgenic mice model that 
allows temporal and spatially controlled onset of neurodegeneration. 
Mice were restricted by 30 % for 3 months and or received 30 mg/kg of 
SRT3657 for 6 weeks. The authors observed that CR improved asso-
ciative and object recognition memories (Gräff et al., 2013). Porquet 
et al. examined the effect of resveratrol on the diet of SAMP8 mice, a 
model of Alzheimer's disease. The object recognition test revealed that 
mice treated with resveratrol showed no memory impairment, had 
higher levels of phosphorylated SIRT1 and AMPK, decreased Aβ and 
phospho-TAU (pTau) levels, which was correlated with increased levels 
of GSK3b (Porquet et al., 2013). Navarro-Cruz et al. demonstrated that 
the administration of resveratrol for 8 months maintained the integrity 
of the cytoarchitecture of the CA1 and CA2 regions in the hippocampus 
of male rats and also improved cognitive performance, analyzed 
through the object recognition test (Navarro-Cruz et al., 2017). 

Curcumin has also been focused in recent years due to its potential 
as a treatment for obesity-related comorbidities and neurodegenerative 
disorders (Bar-Sela et al., 2009; Begum et al., 2008; Gupta et al., 2013). 
Sarker et al. demonstrated that both dietary curcumin and a 30 % CR 
improved learning, spatial memory, and cognitive flexibility in male 
mice (Sarker et al., 2015). 

Another substance that has been investigated due to its effects on 
glucose modulation and insulin metabolism is 1-deoxinojirimicina 
(DNJ), an alkaloid of the mulberry leaf that inhibits intestinal α-glu-
cosidase and suppresses glucose absorption, showing itself a new 
therapeutic agent for diabetes (Kimura et al., 2007; Kong et al., 2008; Li 
et al., 2011). Chen et al., using a mouse model for aging (SAMP8) in-
vestigated the role of DNJ in behavioral and biochemical changes 
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related to aging. The dorsal hippocampus of elderly control mice ex-
hibited significant deficits in sensory-motor capacity, spatial and non- 
spatial memory, anxiety and biochemical changes related to aging, in-
cluding reduced serum insulin levels, increased insulin-like growth 
factor 1 (IGF1) receptor and presynaptic protein synaptotagmine, ac-
tivation of astrocytes, decreased levels of insulin receptors, BDNF, 
presynaptic protein syntax 1 and acetylation of histones H4 in lysine 8. 
Chronic treatment for 6 months of DNJ prevents these changes, and the 
group treated with higher doses of DNJ showed more significant im-
provement (Chen et al., 2015). 

Recent studies have shown that NQO1 (NAD(P)H quinone re-
ductase) modulates the cellular NAD+/ NADH ratio associated with 
aging and age-related disorders. The enzymatic function of NQO1 is 
reduced during aging and improved by CR, thus, researchers have been 
dedicated to finding substances that stimulate NQO1 activity (Hyun 
et al., 2006; Ying, 2008). Lee et al. demonstrate that β-lapachone (βL), a 
facilitator of NQO1, prevented the age-dependent decline in cognitive 
function of adult rats. Compared to the control group, both CR animals 
(30 %) and the group treated with βL showed improved associative 
memory capacity in the fear conditioning test (Lee et al., 2012). 

3.4. CR and photoperiod 

Food availability and photoperiod are environmental factors that 
can interfere with spatial learning (Steinman et al., 2011). Galea et al. 
demonstrated that short days increase spatial learning in female mice of 
the genus Peromyscus and have the opposite effect in males (Galea et al., 
1994). Steinman, Crean, and Trainor investigated whether the length of 
the day could influence the impact of CR on the cognition of female 
mice. The mice were housed on long and short days and subjected to 20 
% CR. Tests in Barnes maze demonstrated that the effects of CR depend 
on the photoperiod, differing in the acquisition parameters versus re-
verse learning. Mice housed on short days increased the expression of 
synapsin I in the hippocampus, which is involved with neuro-
transmitters release and synaptic formation (Greengard et al., 1993). 
CR reversed this effect. No effects of diet or photoperiod on the hip-
pocampal expression of glial GFAP biomarker were observed (Steinman 
et al., 2011). 

4. Final considerations and conclusions 

It is possible to find a wide range of studies that have been carried 
out with CR in order to investigate its beneficial effects and mechanisms 
of aging in experimental animals. Here we present some of the results of 
the last ten years of studies with CR at different stages of life on neu-
rodegenerative diseases such as Alzheimer. Some investigations asso-
ciating CR with physical exercise have also been presented. Together 
this association is the main non-pharmacological strategy to prolong 
longevity and quality of life. We also presented some substances that 
mimic the effects of CR and would be potential drugs to mimic the 
beneficial effects of CR in individuals with some restrictions on inter-
vention. Several studies have also been carried out not only in con-
ventional laboratory animals but also in some wild models since CR can 
be an environmental factor that interferes with the survival and per-
petuation of species. Thus, this information can show the different ef-
fects of CR on cognition depending on the period in wich it is initiated, 
its intensity and duration in different animal models, and how it can 
interfere with the quality of life of individuals. These studies contribute 
to a better understanding of the mechanisms related to CR in cognition 
and support future studies with humans. Thus CR may be a potential 
alternative to the treatment of comorbidities related to mental healthy 
and cogntition. We conclude that CR between 20 and 40 % initiated in 
the first month of life would attenuate age-related cognitive declines in 
experimental animals, in healthy and pathological aging, such as in 
Alzheimer's disease. CR may not reverse the harmful effects of aging on 
cognition if starts later. In addition, CR also attenuates cognitive 

deficits resulting from obesity and brain injuries such as traumatic 
brain. Finally, CR can improve cognition, when performed with mod-
erate intensity and early in life. When performerd intensely and later in 
experimental animals, the CR may be deleterious for cognition. 
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